Career Opportunity – Forestry Engineers

Crowhurst Forest Management Group is a forestry consulting firm based out of Campbell River, BC. CFMG specializes in helicopter and conventional harvest layout, timber valuation and harvest cost assessments. We work with several different operations and stakeholders offering a diverse array of experience.

Due to expansions, we are seeking Operational, Intermediate and Assistant Engineers to join our company. We offer competitive wages and benefit programs as well as the opportunity to join a dynamic and enjoyable crew of people. We are willing to provide engineer training to the right candidate if they lack experience in some of the fields listed below.

Our current openings:

**Operational Engineer**
- An excellent understanding of coastal road and cutblock layout and traversing requirements.
- Familiar with pertinent legislation (FRPA, Forest Act, Work Safe Regulations, etc.)
- Experience managing engineering crews.
- Fluent with all relevant computer software.
- Ability to train Intermediate and Assistant Engineers.
- Excellent communication skills.
- Hard working and a self-starter
- A valid BC drivers license

**Intermediate Engineer**
- A good understanding of coastal road and cutblock layout.
- Familiarity with GPS surveying, data processing, Roadeng and GIS.
- Confident in road traversing and road reactivation surveys
- Good communication skills.
- Some experience with supervising crews.
- Hard working and a self-starter
- A valid BC driver’s license

**Assistant Engineer**
- Minimum 1 year forest engineering experience or completion of a forestry program from a recognized institution.
- Good communication skills.
- Hard working and willing to learn.
- A valid BC driver’s license

Please send resume and cover letter to Jerin Hobbs at jhobbs@cfmg.ca